
February 11, 2024
“Swimming With The Sharks!”

(Mark 9:2-13)

Sharks only grow as large as their _______________ permit.

As a species we are highly ___________.

Some of us need the ________. Some of us need the home
____________.

If you can see the word “________” occur right in front of you,
you’ll begin to get a picture of Jesus’ transfiguration.

Moses gave the children of Israel the ______. Elijah was the
greatest of the ___________.

They were the highest ___________________ of the Law and the
Prophets!

Word List
adaptive aquarium glory
Law ocean Prophets
representatives surroundings

1.- The Disciples were ____________.

We would be suspicious of their report too, except for the way in
which it ___________ their lives!

Being in Christ’s presence made them aware of their inadequacy,
their _______________!

To understand the ________ of God poured out in Jesus, we must
first understand our inadequacy, our imperfection, our
___________.

Word List
affected grace imperfection
Terrified ugliness



2.- Then they were ______________.

Few people are genuinely converted “_____________” all in one
night!

This experience for the disciples was but one stop on their
pilgrimage to _____________ apostles of Christ!

Something real and important was happening _________ them.
They were becoming more like the _________!

These men would move from being terrified to being
____________!

They were in the process of being _______________ by the
____________ of the transfigured Christ!

Like the disciples, we soon discover that in His presence we are
not without _________ and we are not without _______!

Before we experience Christ’s transforming power we are
____________ eggs who can only ______ if we become
________ than we are!

Word List
becoming completely fly
hope inside Master
more presence terrific
Transformed transformed unhatched
value

3.- They were _________ loose to ____________.

We are to be transformed and then we are to be ______________!

Christ’s was a ministry of ______ to the _________ in the valley
below!

When we’ve been transformed by Christ we catch a _________ of
what the world could be if we all lived under His ___________!

It’s time for us to escape the ____________!

Word List
fishbowl Lordship love
people Transform transformers
Turned vision

The transfigured Christ IS here!
And He is saying to you, do not be terrified but be

transformed!

Reach your full potential in Christ today!


